
INTERCULTURAL
GATHERING FOR MUSIC
CREATIVITY AND EXPRESSION

26-28.08.2022
FREDERIKSBERG & COPENHAGEN

PROGRAM EVERY DAY:
9:30–11:00  Workshop block 1
11:15–12:45  Workshop block 2
12:45–14:00  Lunch break
14:00–15:15  Workshop block 3
15:30–16:30  Inspirational listening
16:30–19:00  Afternoon break
19:00   Concert 1
20:30   Concert 2
21:30    Jam Session

For details on teachers and artists on
each day check out voicingers.com/dk

THE HISTORY OF VOICINGERS
The Voicingers Festival has existed for over a decade. 
Throughout its 13-year history, it has grown from a jazz 
competition in Poland into an active organizer of cultural 
and educational activities in European and Asian coun-
tries, under the name VOICINGERS ON TOUR. It has so far 
been a place of interaction for hundreds of workshop 
participants and over 250 musicians from all inhabited 
continents.

FOLLOW US:

LOCATIONS WORKSHOPS
EVERY DAY: Musikhøjskolen, Frederiksberg, Smallegade 12
 
LOCATIONS CONCERTS & JAM SESSIONS
FRI: Huset-KBH, Copenhagen, Rådhusstræde 13
SAT & SUN: Musikhøjskolen, Frederiksberg, Smallegade 12

INCLUDES
- 8 WORKSHOPS- 6 CONCERTS
- JAM SESSIONS, REHERSALS AND FINAL CONCERT OF PARTICIPANTS

1200 DKK
JOIN US

The Voicingers Festival consists of
WORKSHOPS, CONCERTS and LIVE MUSIC 
NIGHTS.

The WORKSHOPS are intended for singing 
musicians and focuses on vocal impro-
visation, offering participants a new met-
hodology, regardless of their technical or 
musical advancement. 

The CONCERTS are open to the public and 
will present some of the best European jazz 
artists mainly from Denmark and Poland, 
but also Columbia, and Hungary.

In the evenings after the concerts jam ses-
sions (LIVE MUSIC NIGHTS) are organized 
with the accompaniment of a workshop 
rhythm section and teachers from the 
Voicingers festival.

The culmination of our three day festival 
of musical experiences is a final concert of 
workshop participants and teachers which 
will be recorded both in audio and video.
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YOUR TEACHERS
Grzegorz Karnas | VOCAL | POLAND

Mads Nørgaard | GUITAR | DENMARK

Natalia Kordiak | VOCAL | POLAND

Andras Des | PERCUSSIONS | HUNGARY

Mariusz Praśniewski | BASS | DENMARK

Alan Wykpisz | BASS | POLAND

Grzegorz Masłowski | DRUMS | POLAND

Benjamin Nørholm Jacobsen | PIANO | DENMARK

Adam Wajdzik | DRUMS | POLAND

Edilson Sanchez | BASS/PERCUSSIONS | COLUMBIA

Mateusz Kołakowski | PIANO | POLAND 
 
Daniel Sommer | DRUMS | DENMARK

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
No matter what kind of music you love or where you currently are on your musical path, the 
Voicingers vocal WORKSHOPS are an artistic space that will open your mind and broaden 
your imagination and perception of the world of music around you.

Participation in our workshops is full of inspiring meetings with wonderful people as well as 
wise and experienced teachers both LOCAL AND FOERIGN. There are 5 hours of meetings 
every day, the last of which is listening to music together – sharing inspirations that are 
important to us. The classes are tailored to your needs, so please write about yourself when 
registering.

During Voicingers workshops you can experience elements of free IMPROVISATION, rhyth-
ms of the world, the JAZZ mainstream, English pronunciation and the art of making your 
voice heard, called gloomily vocal emission, which will all enrich you as a creative and sen-
sitive person.

Our workshops are a space for music-making both for those whose adventures with 
sounds is just beginning and for those who have experimented with their energy for a long 
time as a performer familiar with being on stage.

If you have any questions, please contact us at:
annemette@voicingers.com
 
Read more on: voicingers.com/dk

PARTNERS:
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